
Revée Walter, submitted via Email on Sunday June 2 at 12:41pm: 
 
Please accept this letter of support and recommendation on behalf of Ms. Dionna Maria Lewis, 
Esq. to be confirmed as a member of the DC Office of Employee Appeals Board. 
 

I met Ms. Lewis in May 2011 while preparing for the Maryland Bar Examination. I partially 
credit her for ensuring that I passed the bar on the first attempt. Since that time, she has remained 
a close friend and valued professional colleague.  
 

As an attorney, Ms. Lewis has always focused her work in advancing the civil rights of citizens 
of the District of Columbia; as well as counseling businesses and entities on ensuring compliance 
with the laws effecting citizens’ civil rights. She has demonstrated integrity and a zealous 
approach to advancing her knowledge of the law and representing clients with thoughtfulness 
and creativity. 
 

Beyond her obligations to her clients, Ms. Lewis has generously given her time to consult and 
strategize with me (and many other of our colleagues) about employment related cases, offering 
her insight and recommendations, which has influenced the success of my own practice and 
representation of clients. She has always displayed a deep understanding of the nuances of 
employment law and the implications of various employment decisions on litigation. Ms. Lewis 
has the ability to analyze issues with balance and fairness— an ability necessary for any member 
of the DC Office of Employee Appeals Board. 
 

In addition to her legal acumen and dedication to the law, Ms. Lewis’ most admirable quality is 
her community involvement in the District. Ms. Lewis is a proud D.C. native who dedicates the 
majority of her free time to community service efforts, including mentoring the youth and 
providing pro bono legal services.  
 

Ms. Lewis would be an invaluable member of the DC Office of Employee Appeals Board, and I 
strongly encourage and support her confirmation. 
  
Sincerely,  
  
Revée M. Walters, Esq.  
Principal Attorney  
  
Offit│Kurman® 
Attorneys At Law 
240.507.1768   Washington              
240.507.1735  Facsimile                         
4800 Montgomery Lane  |  9th Floor  |  Bethesda, MD 20814 
www.offitkurman.com 

x-apple-data-detectors://2/
http://www.offitkurman.com/


Shayla Taylor, submitted via Email on Monday June 3 at 1:33pm: 
 
To: Councilmember Silverman  
CC:  Council on Labor and Workforce Development of The Office of Employee Appeals (OEA) 
  
Please accept this written submission as my official nomination for Dionna Maria Lewis of the 
District Legal Group to join The Office of Employee Appeals (OEA) as an official board 
member. 
  
With the highest regard, I recommend Dionna Maria Lewis for this appointed role with the OEA. 
In my years of knowing Ms. Lewis, she has not only displayed a deep knowledge and 
understanding of legal and employee law practices, she has done so with unwavering ethics and 
respect for the law in each case. I believe Ms. Lewis will serve as an asset to the OEA board, 
bringing forth her experience and expertise as senior counsel in litigation for federal labor and 
employment law. As co-founder of the District Legal Group, Ms. Lewis embodies compassion, 
tenacity and resilience which exemplifies the type of character needed for the OEA board. I’ve 
personally and professionally witnessed Ms. Lewis approach and overcome each 
accomplishment and obstacle with grace, fairness and determination, these characteristics will 
remain as a serving member of the OEA board. In addition to her achievements and sound 
character, Ms. Lewis is a native Washingtonian with a rooted investment in the continued growth 
and progression for the District of Columbia. If appointed, Ms. Lewis will strategically align her 
experiences, expertise, respected network and rooted ethical standards and contribute to the 
overall integrity and equitable standards of the OEA board. Thank you in advance for your 
review and consideration for Dionna Maria. Lewis. 
  
Warmest Regards,  
  
Shayla Taylor 
Deloitte Consulting LLP 
Tel/Direct: +1 202 258 9901 | Mobile: +1 571 230 5457 
shataylor@deloitte.com | www.deloitte.com | www.bersin.com 
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700 Pennsylvania Ave. SE 
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Washington, DC 20003 
 
YLD Chair:  
Main: lucrecia@lpjlegal.com  
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Lucrecia P. Johnson, Esq., LL.M. 
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Alexandra (Lexy) Cohen, Esq.  
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Robert Baldwin III, Esq. 
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Natasha Hudgins, Esq. 
 

Treasurer 
Andre Cotten, Esq.  
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Preston Mitchum, Esq.  
 
 
 

                                           June 10, 2019 
 

The Honorable Elissa Silverman 
     Chairperson of the Committee  
      on Labor and Workforce Development 
Committee on Labor and Workforce Development 
Council of the District of Columbia  
1350 Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington DC 20004 
 
 
Dear Council of the District of Columbia:  
 
Attorney Dionna Lewis is an excellent addition to the Office of Employee 
Appeals (OEA) Board to serve a six (6) year terms.  Since the beginning of 
her legal career, she has primarily focused on employment law matters. 
The Bar knows her to be a zealous and knowledgeable advocate.   
 
During her term as Chair of the Washington Bar Association-Young 
Lawyers Division, she started new programs and created systems to leave 
the Bar a more efficient organization.  As a member of the Bar 
Association, she continues to mentor new attorneys, serve her community, 
and participate in activities to ensure we have a knowledgeable Bar.  
 
Recently launching her own law practice based on her vast labor and 
employment experience, she continues to build on the reputation she has 
spent the last few years cultivating. A representation of working closely 
with her clients to inform them of their rights and help them achieve their 
legal goals. 
 
Since serving in the Washington Bar Association-Young Lawyer’s 
Division, I have witnessed Attorney Lewis work ethic, drive, and 
commitment to ensure her fellow Washingtonians have legal 
representation.  As a D.C native and experienced employment attorney, she 
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                                                                 Sincerely, 

 

 

 

             Lucrecia P. Johnson, Esq., LL.M. 

has a special connection to this city and will always advocate for 
thoughtful and competent decisions. 
 
For all the aforementioned reasons, I am thrilled to support the 
Commission of Attorney Dionna Lewis to the Office of Employee Appeals 
Board. 
 
 
              

  



Elizabeth Davis, submitted via Email on Tuesday June 11 at 9:29pm: 
 
Dear Council member Silverman:  
  
On Wednesday, June 5th at 2:30, your Committee on Labor held a confirmation hearing 
regarding the appointment of Dionna Lewis to a position on the Board of the Office of Employee 
Appeals (PR23-0281). 
  
As you know, the five-member OEA (https://oea.dc.gov) is critically important to labor because 
OEA processes the appeals filed by the District government's 40,000 member workforce.  
  
Since 2016, Lewis has been one of three members on the DC Board of Elections.  During that 
time, I have regularly attended the board's monthly meetings and have had occasion to both 
interact with Lewis and the board and make firsthand observations.  At the monthly DC Board of 
Elections meetings, Ms. Lewis is seldom, if ever, be prepared in terms of having read, in 
advance, the case file or items on the meeting's agenda.  Instead, she simply defers to the board 
staff and follows, without question, their analysis and recommendation.   Also troubling is Lewis' 
demeanor.  She gives the impression of being largely contemptuous of DC citizens and often 
resorts to "lecturing" meeting participants from her perch on the Board's elevated dais in the 
hearing room. Therefore, the labor community has deep concerns regarding Lewis's fitness for 
appointment to this position. 
  
It is my understanding that the written record will remain open until June 19th. We are asking 
labor leaders to send their comments regarding this candidate. I will include with my written 
testimony accompanying documents (i.e. transcripts of past Board of Elections meetings) 
detailing Ms. Lewis’ record as a member of the Board of Elections. Hopefully, this will provide 
greater insight as to whether she is a good pick for the Board of OEA.  
  
Best regards, 
Elizabeth Davis 
  

  
"There can be no keener revelation of a society's soul than the way in which it treats its 
children."  
-Nelson Mandela, former President of South Africa and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1993. 
  
Follow us on Twitter @WTUteacher 
  
Elizabeth Davis, President 
Washington Teachers Union 
1239 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20003 

  

https://oea.dc.gov/


Florine Williams 
Alexandria, VA 
 

June 18, 2019 

 
Charnisa Royster 
Committee on Labor and Workforce Development 
Council of the District of Columbia, Suite 115 
John A. Wilson Building 
1350 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20004 

RE:  Nomination of Dionna Maria Lewis, Esq.  
 
To the Honorable Chairperson Elissa Silverman and members of the Committee on Labor and 
Workforce Development (Committee), District of Columbia Office of Employee Appeals, thank you 
for allowing me the opportunity to express my support for the nomination of Dionna Maria Lewis, 
Esq. (Ms. Lewis) to this esteemed Committee.  
 
I am Florine M. Williams, President, Assurgent Solutions, LLC, a woman-owned small business 
specializing in Equal Employment Opportunity services.   

I met Ms. Lewis in 2015 and very quickly developed the highest level of respect and admiration for 
her as an attorney and professional.  She was my lead attorney in administrative and judicial Civil 
Rights and Equal Pay Act claims I levied against the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFBP).  
The disputes were contentious, lengthy, and wrought with various forms of deception and illegalities 
by the Agency’s Office of Civil Rights and Legal Division.   Ms. Lewis was always outnumbered 
(generally by a ratio of 4 to 1) by the Agency in attorney resources; however, she single-handedly 
dominated in expertise, intellect, integrity, and execution.  She demonstrated her unwavering ability 
to successfully argue before the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the District of 
Columbia District Court, and the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board on my behalf.  She was 
deliberative in her approach and quickly digested and analyzed large amounts of information.   This 
was especially impressive because unlike the CFPB who constantly quibbled and rotated a large 
roster of attorneys to defend against my complaints, Ms. Lewis singularly demonstrated her legal 
acuity and steadfast determination in defending my position.   She used her command of the law, 
determination, and strategic thinking to prevail in the resolution of my complaints.   

I worked very closely with Ms. Lewis and communicated with her regarding my complaint 
approximately three times a week for over two years.  Since my retirement from the Federal 
Government in 2017, I have referred numerous clients to her who have also experienced favorable 
resolutions.  I am in the enviable position of being able to offer the highest opinion and praise 
regarding her character, demeanor, expertise, and work ethic.   

Regarding Ms. Lewis’ objectivity, integrity, and professionalism, she has publicly commended the 
CFPB for its significant consumer protection work despite their unscrupulous behavior and well-
documented employment discrimination.  This exemplifies her objectivity and ability to consider the 
totality of circumstances in rendering opinions.  By Ms. Lewis’ own example, she is extremely 
qualified as an employee and now employer to demonstrate understanding, empathy, and decide 
matters from opposing parties in rendering objective, well-reasoned legal assessments.     
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In closing, Ms. Lewis’ civic, cultural, and social engagements in her native District of Columbia are 
exemplary and has garnered her the respect of her community and peers.  I am honored to provide 
testimony to this prestigious Committee regarding my support for the nomination of Dionna Maria 
Lewis.  

Very respectfully, 

 
Florine M. Williams 
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       Testimony of Dorothy Brizill (Executive Director, DC Watch) 

                                                    Re 

       PR23-0281 - The Office of Employee Appeals Dionna Lewis  

                                   Confirmation Resolution of 2019 

 

 

On June 5th at 2:30, Elissa Silverman's Council Committee on Labor and Workforce 

Development held a confirmation hearing regarding the appointment of Dionna Lewis to the 

Board which oversees the Office of Employee Appeals (PR23-0281).  

 

As you know, the OEA ( https://oea.dc.gov ) is governed by a five member board which is 

critically important to labor because OEA processes the appeals filed by District government 

employees with regard to an agency decision affecting an employee’s performance rating, an 

adverse action which results in removal, a reduction in grade, a suspension (for ten or more 

days), a reduction-in-force, or a placement on enforced leave (for ten or more days).  

 

Since 2016, Ms. Lewis has been one of three members on the DC Board of Elections. And, 

because the size, administrative, and adjudicative work of the Board of Elections is similar to 

that of the OEA, an evaluation of Ms. Lewis’ performance on the BOE can provide useful insight 

into her “fitness” for service on the Board of the Office of Employee Appeals 

. 

With regard to my comments and testimony regarding Ms. Lewis and the DC Board of 

Elections, I would note that over the past twenty years, I have diligently tried to monitor the work 

of the BOE.  I regularly attend the monthly meetings of the Board, monitor campaigns and 

elections in the District (eg., visit 20-40 polling sites on election day as well as observe final vote 

tabulations election night), and, when needed, have filed complaints with regard to violations of 

the District’s campaign finance and election laws with the BOE and the Office of Campaign 

Finance as well as in Superior Court and the DC Court of Appeals (eg., fraudulent signatures on 

Mayor Anthony Williams’ re-election petitions in 2002 and the pervasive violation of District laws 

regarding the circulation of petitions by the Video Lottery Terminal/“Slots” Initiative of 2006).  

 

Based on my firsthand knowledge and experience with respect to the work of the DC Board of 

Elections over the past twenty years, I have, unfortunately, come to the conclusion that the 
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current DC Board of Elections -- consisting of Chairman Michael Bennett and members Dionna 

Lewis and Michael Gill -- is the worse that I have witnessed in the past twenty years. 

 

Since January 2016, I have regularly attended BOE board meetings (regular and special) and 

have had occasion to both interact with Lewis, the board, and the BOE staff and, as a result, 

make firsthand observations.  At the meetings, I have found Ms. Lewis to seldom, if ever, be 

prepared in terms of having read, in advance, the case file or items on the meeting's agenda. 

Instead, she simply defers to the board staff and follows, without question, their analysis and 

recommendations.  

 

Particularly troubling is the disregard Ms. Lewis and the other Board members have repeatedly 

shown with regard to the “open meetings” and “sunshine” laws of the District of Columbia, even 

when important issues (including blatant examples of the violation of those laws) have been 

brought to their attention at their monthly meetings.  The Board, for example, regularly meets 

behind closed doors and refuses to discuss any substantive issues or conduct its deliberations 

in public.  The “Open Meetings” provisions in the DC Code (2-575), however,  states that the 

meetings of government bodies, at which a quorum of its members are present, “shall be open 

to the public.”  More specifically, the DC Code, 1-1001.05 “Board of Elections-Duties,” 

specifically states that “the Board shall hold regular monthly meetings in accordance with a 

schedule to be established by the Board” (DC Code 1-1001.05(a-1)(1), “make available for 

public inspection and post on its website a proposed agenda for each Board meeting...24 hours 

before a meeting” (DC Code 1-1001.05(a-1)(2)), and that “all meetings of the Board shall be 

open to the public” (DC Code 1-1001.05(a-1)(3).  For example, over the past two years, the 

Board has fired the Executive Director (Clifford Tatum) and then hired a new Executive 

Director(Alice Miller), moved the offices of the Board and the Office of Campaign Finance (to the 

area near the Nationals Ballpark), and, most recently, fired the Board’s General Counsel while 

refusing to discuss those and other important issues at their public meeting or solicit public 

input/comment. In some instances, the Board has even outright lied that certain issues or 

matters were under consideration by the Board (eg. their decision to relocate the Board offices 

from One Judiciary Square to Southeast Washington) even when they are specifically asked 

about them at the Board’s public meetings. In short, the DC Boardof Elections insists on 

conducting the work of this important public body behind closed doors in a shroud of secrecy. 

 

Finally, also troubling is Ms. Lewis’ demeanor.  At public meetings, she joins her fellow Board 

members and gives the impression of being largely contemptuous and dismissive of DC 

citizens and often resorts to "lecturing" them from the Board’s elevated dais in the BOE hearing 



room.  Fortunately, for citizens, all meetings of the Board of Elections are recorded by a court 

reporter.  The transcript of the Board’s recent May 20th hearing documents the indifference and 

contempt Ms. Lewis and the Board have repeatedly shown the general public.  Starting on page 

6 through page 16 of the transcript, the Board -- namely Board Chairman Bennett and Board 

member Lewis -- object to the concerns I raise regarding the lack of public notice regarding the 

Board’s agenda for the meeting as well as the last minute change in the meeting agenda the 

Board insisted on making during the course of the actual Board meeting.   When I persist in 

raising concerns that the Board was violating the District’s open meeting and sunshine laws, the 

BOE Chair, Michael Bennett,  objected to the concerns I was raising and repeatedly accused 

me of trying to “hijack” the BOE meeting while Ms. Lewis lectures me for not showing “decorum 

and respect” to the Board at the meeting. See the attached transcript: 

https://www.dcboe.org/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=d4d7a029-ae98-4541-9489-7a2428a57f6
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